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LITE-Africa Commissions Oil and Cassava Processing
Facilities to Empower Women in Isoko South and Yenegoa
Community representative in Ayama demonstrating
how the Cassava processing facility is being used.
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LITE-Africa, as part of its Oxfam Novib Livelihood and Governance
(ONLAG) project has commissioned three cassava and one oil processing facility in Aviara and Enwhe community in Isoko LGA and Ayama

7

for the past 4 years and emphasized that the facilities being commissioned is for the entire community and should be seen as a solidarity
project that will foster peace and togetherness.

and Zarama community in Yenegoa LGA to provide alternate source of
livelihood to women in these communities. This was made possible
through the generous support from Oxfam Novib as part of the 5 year

Ms Ann Onyenudia from Community of Development Partners who represented Oxfam called on Aviara and Enhwe community to make effective

efforts in enhancing socio economic and political participation of

use of the facilities provided to them, promising that Oxfam as an organi-

women in decision making in the Niger Delta.

sation will continue to deliver on its mandate to find solutions to poverty,

The commissioning ceremony was attended by representatives of Ox-

ensuring that poor people can improve their lives and livelihoods and have
a say in decisions that affect them. She took time off to commend the

fam Novib, Chairman of Yenegoa LGA, Programme Manager Agricul-

communities for their hospitality, show of commitment and sustained

tural Development Programme (ADP), Women Cooperative Members as

cooperation with LITE-Africa throughout the duration of the project.

well as other Community leaders.
The ONLAG project which has 75% women participation focuses on
enhancing existing livelihood and providing alternative livelihood to
local communities as a means of reducing poverty and increasing
household disposable income.
Other objectives of the programme, the Senior Programmes Manager of
LITE-Africa, Jerry Nwigwe, said was to promote socio-economic and
political participation of women in governance in the Niger Delta and
ensuring traceable changes occur in a bid to sustain our efforts. Speaking further, Jerry Nwigwe thanked community members for hosting LITE
-Africa

The representative of the Royal Highness of Aviara Community A.A.T
Idume who commissioned the facility thanked Oxfam and LITE-Africa for
citing the project in their community. He disclosed that the equipment
would boost economic development of the community and urged the
community to take ownership of the projects, make good use of it and
encourage neighboring communities to emulate them.
In Zarama and Ayama Community, the Representative of the Chairman of
Yenegoa LGA Barr. Agbafor Maweya commended the effort of LITE-Africa
and Oxfam saying they have taken up the responsibility of the government
and appealed that they extend the project to other neighboring communities.
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LITE-AFRICA’S HUMAN RIGHTS LIAISON CENTRE IS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!

About NED
LITE Africa’s Human Rights Liaison Centre is a programme being implemented through the support of
National Endowment for Democracy (NED) to interface
between the security sector and the general public on
issues pertaining to human rights violations in the
Niger Delta.
The center provides free legal advice to citizens, resolves disputes, coordinates and track human rights
abuses and provides technical support and remedy. It
also liaises with the Legal Units of the Police and the
Military through exchange of information and tracking
of human rights cases and prosecution.
A dedicated lawyer coordinates the department and
is available on Wednesdays of every week.

Who can make complaints and where can complaints be made?

Any individual or group claiming to be the victim of
human rights violation may submit a complaint
through LITE Africa’s human rights liaison center
located at LITE-Africa Corporate Office at Uti Street
Extension, Opposite Little Paradise Hotels, beside
Winners Chapel, Ugbolokposo, Off DSC Expressway
Effurun, Warri, Delta State.
Complaints may also be brought by duly authorized
third parties for example lawyers, NGOs or professional groups on behalf of individuals who claimed to
be victim of human rights violation.
What is the next step after the complaint is made?

What do you need to bring along to LITE Africa Human
Rights Liaison Center?



Basic personal information on the person whose
human rights have allegedly been violated
(name, gender, LGA, State, date of birth, mobile
number or another way to be contacted, etc)



Name of the law enforcement agency against
which the complaints is directed



If the complaints is made on behalf of another
individual, proof of the individual’s consent or
authorization (power of attorney) a justification
as to why such consent or authorization cannot
be provided



A thorough account of facts on which the complaints is based (including name of individual(s)
who caused the alleged human rights violation,
date, time, detailed description of the issue. And
if possible, any evidence.



Details of the steps taken after the incident. If
possible, include information as to the human
rights violation and the treaty or Act in the Nigerian Constitution that is relevant to the complaint.

After complaints have been documented, the Coordinator will review and examine cases based on the
gravity of the alleged violation. At the admissibility
stage, the Human Rights Lawyer will verify the complaint and engage the appropriate security agency.
Once the case is admitted, it will be forwarded to the
appropriate security sector command for appropriate
action. As soon as investigation is concluded and
decision taken, it’s now up to them to transmit to the
state agencies where necessary.
In cases where the security sector has exhausted its
internal mechanisms and the individual is not satisfied, the individual may have to recourse to civil
court, where remedies shall be provided. But if the
individual needs mediation between himself and the
security agency, LITE Africa’s Human Rights Liaison
officer will arrange for dispute resolution meeting.
Email us at office@lite-africa.org if you have any
other questions!

National Endowment for
Democracy (NED) is a
private,
nonprofit
foundation dedicated to the
growth and strengthening
of democratic institutions
around the world based in
the United States.
Each year, with funding
from the US Congress, NED
supports more than 1,000
projects
of
nongo v e r n m e n ta l gr o u p s
abroad who are working for
democratic goals in more
than 90 countries.
Since its founding in 1983,
the Endowment has
remained on the leading
e dge of de mo cra t i c
struggles everywhere, while
evolving into a multifaceted
institution that is a hub of
activity, resources and
intellectual exchange for
activists, practitioners and
scholars of democracy the
world over.
The Endowment is guided
by the belief that freedom
is a universal human
aspiration that can be
realized through the
development of democratic
institutions, procedures,
and values.
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HIGHLIGHT S : NED UPDATES ON STRENGTHENING THE CAPACITIES OF SECURIT Y
FORCES ON THE VOLUNTARY PRINCIPLES ON SECURIT Y AND HUMAN RIGHT S IN
THE NIGER DELTA ( SCSFVP )

-

PHASE

II

The workshop also provided a common understanding of the basic principles of the VPs, the Nigerian constitutional provision on human rights
and the universal declaration of what constitutes human rights and
abuses.
Community Monitoring Group Meeting and Review of Project Impacts
LITE-Africa facilitated a meeting with the CMG members from the four
implementing communities (Azama, Okerenkoko, Ikeyan and Opia).
The focus of the meeting was to compliment the ongoing Monitoring
and Evaluation to review the project’s impact and issues of concern.
Members reported that the project is highly impactful and the awareness on Human Rights is high among the community members. Most
Community members now understand what their Rights are and Process to follow if they feel that their fundamental Human Rights have
been violated.
Senior Programmes Manager LITE-Africa presenting the Human
Right Desk to the Koko Police Division

Introduction
SCSFVP in the Niger Delta is in her second phase, complementing the
successes recorded during the pilot phase and building on the challenges and lessons learnt. This intervention was designed with the aim
to strengthen the capacity of security forces that operate in the Niger
Delta by equipping them with a human rights framework to guide their
work and actions.

What has been done?

Donation of Human Rights Desk to the Police and Military
In a quest to strengthen the Human Rights Coordination and reporting
in the Police and Military, LITE-Africa donated office materials to three
(3) Police Command (Delta State Command, Warri Area Command and
Koko Division) and Two Military Barracks (3 Battalion Effurun and 19
Battalion Koko).
Receiving the Items on behalf of the commissioner of Police Delta
state, command DCP Titus Larmode appreciated NED and LITE-Africa
for their effort in the support of the ongoing Police reform. He promised
that the materials will be put to use judiciously and assured that the
effort to build a formidable police force that will respect Human Rights
in the discharge of her lawful duties must be achieved.
The Military spokesman Major RU Mairiga of the Headquarters 4 Brigade /Sector 1 who received the materials on behalf of the sector commander acknowledged the impact of the sensitization on VPs for the
military by LITE-Africa with Support by NED said officer and Men under
to command are now more conscious of the violation of Human Rights.

VPs Sensitization in Warri Area Command:
With approval from the Police Headquarters Delta state command,
LITE-Africa conducted a sensitization workshop on Voluntary Principles
on Security and Human Rights (VPs) for Officers of the Nigerian Police
in Warri Area command. The workshop provided a platform for interaction and sharing of ideas among participants to explore ways of supporting security sector agencies to respect Human Rights while carrying
out their lawful duties.

What's next?
Provide ongoing support to the Police and Military on adopting a common Human Rights abuse reporting mechanism and human rights
coordination.
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H I G H L I G H T S : A U S A I D — U P D A T E S O N E N G A G I N G A LL S T A K E H O LD E R S O N
T H E V O L U N T A R Y P R I N C I P L E S O N S E C U R I T Y A ND H U M A N R I G H T S I N
NI G E R I A

Police Divisions. Participants were exposed to the Voluntary Principles on
Security and Human Rights including the elements of the VPs and the
implementation guidelines. Other sessions in the training include aspect
of fundamental human rights in Chapter 4 Section 33 – 46 of the 1999
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, the United Nations Convention Against Torture, the United Nations Code of conduct for law enforcement agents on the use of force and firearms .

Interview on the VPs
LITE-Africa’s team conducted an interview on the VPs which was aired on
African Independent Television Benin and 2 Radio interviews sessions on
Rhythm FM in Port Harcourt and Hot FM Abuja.

Group photograph with Police Officers at the VPs awareness
session in Uvwie Local Government Area of Delta State

The public was sensitized on what the VPs are and the benefits of Nigeria
signing on to the VPs.

Introduction
This is a one-year project that aims to increase the awareness of
the VPs in the Nigeria through trainings, workshops and advocacy
meetings and persuade the Nigerian Federal Government to sign
on to the VPs through a VP Call to Action. The implementation of
this project by LITE Africa will not only persuade the Nigerian government to sign on to the VPs but facilitate businesses to operate
with a human rights perspective, which will help improve relationships amongst all stakeholders.

What has been done?
Awareness session on VPs in Police divisions
Between the months of December 2013-May 2014 LITE Africa’s
team organized a total of 12 awareness sessions on the voluntary
principles on security and human rights in 10 police divisions and
2 military barracks in Delta State.
The Police Divisions and Military Barracks (JTF) were selected from
the 6 most volatile and vulnerable LGAs in the Delta: Warri South,
Warri North, Warri South West, Uvwie, Udu and Burutu LGAs which
are notorious for civil-security conflict and human rights violations.
A total of 367 security personnel comprising of 304 police officers
and 63 soldiers of the joint military task force participated in the
sensitization, 26 percent of which were women.
The security sensitizations were held in the following barracks and
divisions; 3 Battalion Effurun, 19 Battalion Koko, “A” Division,
Ekpan Division, Enerhen Division, “B” Division, Ovwian Aladja,
Ugborikoko, Ebrumede, Koko, Ogbe-Ijoh and Burutu

A Soldier asking questions during the VPs awareness session at 3 Battalion, Effurun-Warri , Delta State
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HIGHLIGHTS: OXFAM NOVIB LIVELIHOOD AND GOVERNANCE (ONLAG)
South LGA of Delta State and Zarama, Ayama, Okutukutu, Akaibiri and
Okolobiri communities in Yenagoa LGA of Bayelsa State.
The training ran concurrently for four days in each community, with
assistance from ADP’s Official Consultant. In addition to the core training, ADP addressed issues of knowledge on new modern farming techniques and emphasized the need to put this training to practice. Products used for the training includes cassava, groundnut, palm fruit and
plantain .
The aim of the training was to introduce participants to various processing methods, encourage self employment and to reduce high level of
poverty among community people

Training on Aquaculture Fish Farming in Delta and Bayelsa States
Aquaculture fish farming training was conducted by LITE-Afrca in Ogbinbiri, Ogbudugbudu, Opuama and Jakpa communities in Warri North
LGA. In Delta States and Ekowe, Oporoma and Angiama Communities
in Southern Ijaw LGA of Bayelsa State
The training which lasted for 3 days in 4 communities was facilitated by
fish farm consultant and had a total of 210 participants.

Value Addition Training on Palm Oil Processing in Aviara Community

Introduction
LITE-Africa with funding from Oxfam Novib is implementing a five-year
project entitled Oxfam Novib Livelihood and Governance in the Niger
Delta (ONLAG). This project is in two phases. The pilot phase of 2 years
(2010-2011) and second phase of 3 years (2012-2014). This project
takes a two-pronged approach to community development by strengthening both the livelihoods and leadership capabilities of beneficiaries.
Implemented in 19 communities of the Niger Delta, ONLAG consciously focuses its activities on women, who comprise 75% of beneficiaries.
Objectives
The overall objective of the project is to: develop sustainable means of
livelihood for at least 6,480 women and youth; achieve greater transparency and accountability of government, oil industries and other
stakeholders in four Local Government Areas (LGA) -- (Isoko South,
Southern Ijaw, Warri North and Yenagoa LGAs) of two States (Delta
and Bayelsa States); and to achieve 30% women’s participation in local
governance structures.
What has been done?
Value Addition Training in Delta and Bayelsa States
Value addition training was conducted by LITE-Africa for total of 360
participants at Aviara, Idheze, Enwhe and Uzere communities in Isoko

They were taught new techniques in general pond management,
equipped with the necessary skills for fish hatching/spawning and exposed to local resources that can serve as alternative for fish feeds.
The aim of the training is to open a new window of opportunity for the
participants to acquire a new skill that will go a long way in bridging the
poverty gap in their families.
Provision of Fingerlings to Cooperative Members
As a follow-up to the fish farming training organized for cooperative
groups in Ogbinbiri, Ogbudugbudu, Opuama and Jakpa communities in
Warri North L.G.A. of Delta state, the LITE-Africa team visited the communities with fish farming consultant and supplied fingerlings and fish
feed to the beneficiary cooperative groups.
A total of 3000 fingerlings and 3 bags of fish feed were supplied to
each community. 4 cooperative groups benefited in Ogbinbiri, 2 in Ogbudugbudu, 4 in Opuama and 3 in Jakpa communities.
The training of the cooperative society groups on fish farming and subsequent supply of fingerlings and feeds to enable them start fish farming contributes to achieving the objective of introducing the participants to alternative means of livelihood .

Whats Next?
1.

Administration of microcredit in project communities

2.

Ongoing BDS technical support services to established cooperatives in 19 communities
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HIGHLIGHTS: CO RDAID — VPs ACCOUNTABILITY PROJECT:
STRENGTHENING CSOs CAPACITY TO PROMOTING VOLUNTARY
PRINCIPLES ON SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGH TS AS AN
ACCOUNTABILITY TOOL IN NIGE RIA

The VPs Accountability project funded by the Catholic Organization for
Relief and Development Aid (CORDIAD) is a one year project (October 1,
2013-September 30, 2014) with an overall goal to strengthen the Nigeria CSO Coalition on Business and Human Rights to build and enforce
measures of corporate accountability, including increasing state practices on business and human rights principles and standards and ensuring the Nigerian government and Oil companies commit to the Voluntary
Principles on Security and Human Rights.
Objectives
The project has two specific objectives:
Objective 1:
To increase the awareness of the VPs and provide a platform for engagement in Nigeria through trainings and workshops
Objective 2:
To enhance advocacy skills of community members and CSOs to persuade oil companies and the Federal Government to effectuate the VPs

Jerry Nwigwe of LITE-Africa facilitating a session
at the CSOs Meeting

What has been done?
Community Awareness Sessions
Awareness session on the Voluntary Principles were held in Abagalada,
Beneku, Koroama and Gbarantoru communities in the two Niger Delta
states: of Delta, and Bayelsa. These sessions provided a platform to
create awareness and sensitize community members on the VPs as a
tool for dialogue and for them to advocate for the full implementation of
the VPs by oil companies operating in their communities.
The Sessions had representatives of different socio-economic and political groups in the communities; including traditional leaders, women,
youth leaders, elders, opinion leaders and retired Security Officers .

government and oil companies commit to the Voluntary Principles on
Security and Human Rights.
Business and Human Rights Forum
Business and Human Rights Forum was held Port Harcourt, Rivers State.
It brought together 27 stakeholders ranging from representatives of Shell
Petroleum Development Company, Nigerian Agip Oil Company, Nigerian
Police Force, National Human Rights Commission, Ministry of Justice, oil
producing Community leaders from Delta, Rivers and Bayelsa states and
Civil society Organizations working in the Niger Delta.
The forum enabled stakeholders to be sensitized on their roles in advocating for corporate accountability standards in respecting human rights
using the VPs most especially.

Civil Society Strengthening and Coordination
A CSOs Meeting was held in Port Harcourt, Rivers State with the aim to
reinforce coordination of VP efforts across Nigeria.
It brought together 30 CSOs representatives working on issues of human
rights, peace and conflict, transparency and accountability, corporate
social responsibility and community development .
The meeting enabled participants to be sensitized on the VPs and various
Business and Human Rights Framework and to develop an advocacy
plan that will support the goal of the project, which is; ensuring the Nigerian

What’s next?




Support high level advocacy to Government officials and key stakeholders on the need for Nigerian government to sign up to the VPs.
Facilitate a two-day training on VP advocacy for 25 participants comprising of 5 CSOs , 5 Police Officers, 5 Military Officers, 5 civil defence officials and 5 Federal Government Officials in Abuja
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HIGHLIGHTS: LITE -AFRICA IS COLLABORATING WITH SEARCH FOR COMMON
GROUND ON TOMORROW IS A NEW DAY PHASE II!!!
Community members expressed their happiness on the successful completion
TND Phase I was an 18-month project that aimed to complement
the Federal Government’s Amnesty Process and Disarmament,
Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR), support community-level
conflict resolution, and the reintegration of ex-militants in the
Niger Delta
Phase II of the project is a 24-month project that seeks to also
complement the Federal Government’s Amnesty Process and
build a peace architecture in the Niger Delta for 2015 and beyond. The project is financed by the European Union through
Search for Common Ground and implemented in communities in
Abia, Bayelsa, Delta, and River State

of the TND phase I and the continued inclusion of their community in the phase
II.
Whats Next?



Town hall meeting to discuss local challenges, setting up and training of
Local Project Committees in Koko, Oleh and Oporoza communities.



Step down conflict transformation training in Koko, Oporoza and Oleh
communities.



Town hall meeting to discuss local challenges and Civic education rallies
on issues related to the 2015 elections, including violence prevention in

What has been done?

Koko ,Oporoza and Oleh community.

Introductory town hall meeting
Introductory town hall meetings have been carried out in Oporoza,
Koko and Oleh Communites of Delta State to introduce TND II to
community leadership and residents.
LITE-Africa’s team sensitized all present on the project objectives,
scope , duration and activities.

The Leadership Initiative for Transformation and Empowerment (LITE-Africa), formerly known as the Niger Delta
Professionals for Development (NIDPRODEV), is a Nigerian non-governmental organization (NGO) operating in Nigeria since 1999
with a mission to facilitate community and human development, foster good governance and create inclusive and diverse networks
and collaborations in the Niger Delta and beyond. LITE-Africa has 5 board members, who are all Nigerian, and 25 staff members
located in the Niger Delta region and in the United States.

LITE-AFRICA
Headquarters:
UTI extension, opp Little Paradise Hotel,
Ugbolokposo–Warri, Delta State
Satellite Office:
68,Yenizue-Epie Road, Yenagoa, Bayelsa State
Email: office@lite-africa.org
Office phone: 0802 3270549 | 0805 8511591

